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ABSTRACT 

The Scope and Nature of Social Psychology 

This paper defines social psychology as the science of differential action 

of persons. Action is defined as attitudinally directed behavior with respect 

to socially structured alternatives. Personal ity consists of the organization 

of cognitive and affective relationships to objects. Attitudes are affective 

orientations to particu.lar social objects or classes of social objects., Atti-

tudes are enacted by persons in social contexts. For the most, part, social 

psychology is concerned with the influence of the personality'and the social 

context on action,and with the social factors influencing personality. 

Moreover, action outcomes ,i3re ,behaviors wi th respect to socia 11 y defi ned ob

jects. Hence, social psych610g'y Is equivalent to "social struct~re andper,-

sonallty'.' . 

In predicting action outcomes with respect to objects the relevant char, 

acteristic of both social context,variables and personality variables (except 

for the attitude toward the object or related objects) is the facilitation 

they offer for enacting the attitude. If true, this suggests that the basic 

"formula" for ,predicting action 'outcomes is: 

Ac = f (At,; Fl , At; ,F2, • 

Ac = The overt action variable. 

At = The attitude toward the object. 
" 

Fi = Each facilltational variable, including both personality 
and social structural variables. 

Several -logical problems as 'well as substantive questions ar'e discussed. 

Among them are observations leading tosl ight modifications of t:,e formula. 

This viel" of social psychology thus 'emphasizes action, treating inter-

action as a special and important case of action.' The view obviously runs 



counter to positions which equate the field with the study of communication 

or which define it as "psychology applied to social problems". At the present, 

social psychology cannot be reduced either to psychology or sociology, but is 

partially dependent upon both and contributes to both. 
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Social Psychology is a field of theory and research stemming from several 

sources, especially sociology and psychology. It is of great concern not only 

to these disc ip I ines but a I so to econom i cs, po lit I ca I sc i ence, educat i on, 

crnTh~unications, and other areas. Because, historically, it has had its theo-

r'etical roots in several traditions of sociology and psychology and bec6use 
. -~.- --. . ---

pre~e~tly it has.a'ppl icationsin a variety of discipl ines, it is not 5ur-
.'.,' . - ".-' - - .. - . . 

prising to find·that<there is quite a diversity among its several e)(pressions. 

Some--aspects--of-·i-t-are-useful--in one discipl ine;other aspects in other dis-

ciplines. Thus, the basic ideas of the field which are talked about by people 

of one dlscipl ine are not necessarily identical to those discussed by people 

of anoi:her. Its' t'ernii~ology, too, is confusing. This is hardty surprising in 
, 

view of I ts va r i ed exponents. __ But when it happens, as it often does, tha t 
. iA;:-' _.- "--,--.- ,.:.,--::~:.-.. _.' 

those of one traditioiluse one'word for a certain phenomenon while those of 

another use a different word for It. and that those of different traditions 

may use the same word for different phenomena, it is, to say the least, diffi-

cult to gain a grasp on the field as a whole. However, simple differences in 
., 

words and perspectives do not stand In isolation from social I ife. Organized 

groups which are the bearers of intellectual traditions have tremendous In-

fluence on systems of theory. It is entirely possible that the unification 

of theory in social psychology, parts of which are important to many organized 

groups, may ~ell be delayed indefinitely because it has no one cross-disciplinary 

group supporting it. Even assuming that it is logically pOSSible, such a uni

fied theory can be formu'lated only when there is considerable communication 
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among the groups which are exponents of various facets of it. Probably the 

necessary degree of communication does not exist. And of course we do not 

know ~Jhether such a unified theory is possible: 

In any case, the manifestations of this variety of interests are many. 

There are those who think that social· psychology is the foundation of all 

the social sciences. Some of these people identify the field as "behavioral 

science", often identifying it with the analysis of. role behavior, which in 

turn is viewed as the concept providing the meeting ground of all· the social 

sciences. There a.re those who bel ieve that social psychology is really a 

-~ contrJbutionto psychology in that it shows how interpersonal relations in-

fl~l!~rIS~ behavior. Others bel ieve that social psychology is the discipl ine· 
:,::..... 

which:underpins sociology in that it explains why interaction, which to some 

···--Ts-tFie-basTc-conceptof sociology, is possible. There are those who thinK·-

thal:::.s_ocial psychology explains behavior, and there are those who think it ex

p I a ins- persona I i ty. 

It can be argued that several writers, notably M. B. Smith, Milton .Yinger, 

ancl,Alex !nkeles,-have recently redefined the field in terms of a pair of 
: . ,'.,,_ .. :".-:.. . ,. . 

cenf~~·1 problems;Sroadly speaking, these are the development of personal ity 

and- the Tnfluence of personal ity and social structure on behavior in society.· 
: -

Smith explicitly defines the field as a concern with such focal problems, and 

it appears that Ink~les does so implicitly (although it is difficult to follow 
., 

parts of what he says on the subject). These writers thus tend to define the 

field as concerned with the relationships between social structure and 

personality.lI The.concern with personality development turns out in tblS 

formulation to be first, the influence of social structure on personality, and 

second, the isolation of the mechanisms by which the influence makes itself 

felt. The concern with behavior turns out to be first, the influence of per-

sons on each other in socially structured situations; second, the influence 
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of personality on the selection of individuals into various sectors of the 

social order; and third, the influence of personality and overt behavior on 

states and changes of social systems. 

This paper presents a point of view which seems consistent with the 

broad view of social psychology which equates it with social structure and 

personality, yet which gives the field a central unit--something which is 

lacking in definitions which are based exclusively on concerns with "focal 

problems". That unit is the'action of persons with respect to objects. It 

is my hope that the view does justice to the theoretical concerns of psychol

ogists and SOCiologists, and perhaps others, who are interested in the field. 

Central Concepts 

_ T~.~~~ntral .. c0rlcepts of this point of view are personal ity, social struc- ._~_ 

ture, attitude, and overt action. The main reason why social psychology is 

concerned with personality is because personality is thought to. be one of the 

main· sources of similari~ies and differences in overt human action. That is, 

social psychol'Ogists assume that under exactly the same situational conditions 

any two persons will act at least somewhat differently because of previously

formedpersonality differences. The field is concerned with social· structure 

because it forms the context which is ass.umed to mold personal ity and to 

channel its expression in overt behavior,and because it sets goal alternatives. 

Hence, it too, is a main SOUl'1:e of similarities and differences in hUman action. 

That is, social psychologists essume that even if the personalities of two 

individuals were identical, their behavior would differ because of differences 

in the structure of s i tuat ions i n ~Ih i ch and wi th respect to wh i ch they act. 

Of course, there are no such things as identical personalit'ies or identical 

situations in the real world. But there are apparently differences in both 

llihich vary in degree. The question is, exactly 11hich aspects vary to what 
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to what degree and how do we know which aspects are relevant for which actions? 

Persona I i ty. Li ke any other phenomenon, persona I i ty may differ ina 

multitude of ways. The total number, if there is any such thing, may never 

be exhausted. Even so, a theory of personality must try to do justice to this 

variation--this "uniqueness" of each individual human being. There are ways· 

of bringing a certain amount of order into the. area. 

For one th i ng, we can order many phenomena a long cont i nua . When th i s ·i s 

possible, we can measure degrees of difference among persons along any partic-

ular continuum. If we can find some way of distinguishing between continua 

arid among levels of anyone continuum we can reasonably .Iocate.each person 

.·,according. to·his position on each of several variables. Broadl 'l.th i sg ives 
.,-, -.... ,'--

':':-2. 

us a way to account for uniqueness in an orderly and useful manner, but it· 

Basically, we view e sonalit as the cognitive and affective relation- ... 

ships of an organism to objects. Each personal ity di ffers to some extent ft"oni 

every other personal ity because of variations in the objects cognized and In 

the affective relationships to them" -{he personal ity variables which are ~---""t Ar . A~'· 
accessible to the person himself are attitudes (affect-loaded conitions and J"-

Ye}eliefs (simple or relatively affectless cognitions) about specific ob"ects. ,.;: .. :tJfM 
Others are inaccessible to him but nevertheless real. The latter variables 

are ~ of attitudes and beliefs which tend to vary together. They are in-., 

accessible to the person because to recognize them it is necessary to have con

siderable information about the cognitions and the I ikes and disl ikes of many 

persons. Obviously most people do not and cannot have such detailed knowledge. 

But there are some ways by which research workers can isolate them. The main 

method for doing this is factor analysis of reported attitudes and beliefs. 

Perhaps R. B. Cattell has done more work of this sort ~han any other. The 

trick is to know which of the mUltiplicity of possible factors is most 
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important. Cattell solves ·part of this for his pruposes by elaborate studies 

of the correlation among variables presumably suggested by profound ob~erva-

tions made by outstanding psychologists. Progressive refinement has reduced 

these to perhaps twenty factors which seem to be both theoretically and em

priesTly different.~' (Ultimately, however, a systematic theory will be needed 

to suggest fundamental personality variables--whether accessible or nonacces-

sible. ·My guess is that this will come from the analysis of the structures of. 

social systems as perceived by the actors partiCipating in them). 

Apart from the personality variables which are inaccessible to the person, 

.. there are many others he knows about.. These refer to attitudes and belJefs con

cerningwhichinterpersonal comparison i.ssimple enough to permit t~~.::~slJ~ject 

to develop awareness of similarities and differences between himself and them. 

. -:- .t':-·-. 

~··rn··short;· the word "belief" is defined here as a cognition with··nttle or·· --.....:....,. 

.... no affec~ive loading. Attitudes are defined as cognitions with relatively 

str0ri9, or wah variable, affective loading. These are the "building blocks" 

of personality. They are best treated as a large number of variables: .Some 

..... _._ .. of .theseval"iablesare inaccessible to the person, and some are accessible • 
. . :. ..;.-.~:: ::'~.":" . . . _. ;.,,---. 

·2:· : Both cJass~s have effects on behavior. The ways to use them in explaining and 
• 

predicting behavior are complex, We shall try below to give some leads as to 

how this may be done. First let us turn to the concept of social structure. 

Social Structure. Excluding the effects of personality on social struc-
., 

ture, there are, broadly speaking, . two ways of~reating the relationship of 

the person to the social structure, each of which depends upon what it is that 

the researcher wishes to study. First, social str"HIICe may refer to the 

organization of behavior alternatives. Allor most of the objects with respect .. 
. to which action may occur are consensually defined, and many of these are them-

selves social groups or aspects of organization of social groups. The social 

object itself determines in part what are the behavior alternatives which are 
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possible >Jith respect to it. If one ~Jishes to ,;)(plain 1lnJ predict behaviol-, 

he must know what are the behavior alternatives from which the person must 

choose. This is a complicated matter. It is easy to assume that one chooses 

= between A, or S, or C, etc., and that choosing one precludes choosing the 

others. In fact, this is only one instance--the case of mutually exclusive 

alternatives. Frequently, however, choosing A has no bearing whatsoever on 

choosing B. This may be considered the case of independent alternatives. 

There is a third type, in which choosing A permits but does not require choosing 

B, but not choosing A exludes choosing S_ This is the case of contingent 

alternatives. (Contingent alternatives are especially important. when the ob

jects to which they refer are structures standing in an ends~means relationship 

to each other, a case we shall return to later.) For a I I of these cases it is 

. more useful to consider the main alternatives as A-or not-A;- S·or--not-S, C-or· 

not-C. This becomes somewhat more complicated when the alternatives are not 

dichotomous (as in A and not-A) but are, in the extreme, continuous variables. 

Even more, the _objects to wh i ch the a I ternat i ve behaviors refer may be high I y 

stable structures in the sense that they- are cl early consensual ly_~efjned and 

_ are durable, or they may be quite unstable in the sense that they may not be 

well defined or may be ephemel"al. The occupational prestige hierarchy of 

western society is one example of the former, and the shifting definitions of 

the situation which are characteristic of mob behavior are examples of the .• 
second. 

Another way of treating the social structural effects on personality in 

the field of social psychology is as a learning environment. That is, person-

ality is developed in socially structured situations. There are ways this 

occurs. For one, the types of information (role definitions 0 s, 

beliefs, attitudes) which are presented to the person by others vary syste-

matically according to broad social structural factors such as position in a 
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stratification system, diversity and density of population, etc. Obviously ... 
this influences the cognitive system of the person. For another, once atti-
, 

f tudes are learned and have become fairly 

f&"(~ enact them may be aided or inhibited in 

"fa 

stable, the person's attempts to 

the structure of the situations 

ir which he attempts tg carp' them gut; Success in such attempts seems at 

least to confirm that aspect of the state of the personal ity, while failure 

produces various changes in it. Of the latter effects the most important may 

be the tendency of the att i tude to disappear when the vari ous attei,'pts toenact 

it have been blocked. For example, successful attempts to enact a certain level 

of aspirationdo not lower the level; they may even raise It, On the other 

hand, failure reduces the level of-aspiration.1' If theatt.itude variable has 
. -

as its object some aspect of the social system which is exceedingly important, 

this would indicate all-important change in personallty.--Fillally,-;-f'-a-suC:cess-

ful attempt to enact an attitude leads one into a new situation, one with a 

different set of norms, etc., than were characteristic of his previ"ous position, 

he would evidently change aspects of his personal ity--the relevant cognitions 

__ and affective relationships--to conform with it. For exampJ~e, studies of __ eo-_ 

.. ;""~,: ... 

-":".-:~~' :;~ .. 

trance into new groups, wh i ch once may have been noth ing JIl~-r~ than ~bj ~cts -of 

levels of aspiration, show that the new member takes on many attitudes character

istic of the group. Indeed many people begin to take on such attitudes in anti-

cipation of becoming members. 
-, 

Attitudes. As we have noticed, attitudes (as treated herej may be con- -

sidered as part of personality._ Yet sometimes they appear to function differ-

ently from other personality variables. As we noted earlier, in this formulation 

an attitude is view as a cognition-of and an affective relationship toward an 

object or class of objects. This definition excludes purely cognitive factors 

such as beliefs and those psychological elements which in the hypothetical 

extreme are opinions (except when they are the affect zero-points of attitude 
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variables). It includes, on the other hand, such things as goal orientations 

and levels of aspiration. None of the former but all of the latter imply the 

existence of affective relationships toward their objects. We aSSume th~t, 

except for the other factors in its (the attitude's) environment, the attituda 

would alwavs be carried into overt behavior. In any case, in principle, 

attitudes tov/a~d .. an oo>""t tend to be positively correlated with overt action 

4/ 
toward that object.- Thus the attitude is part of the act. Naturally, the 

attitude is not directly observable, because it is merely an affect-loaded 

cognition, and neither affect nor cognition can be observed directly.1! 

So far we have treated the alternative behaviors possible with respect 

to an object as being determined, at least in part, by the .attitude toward 

that and no other obj ect. The issue is not that s imp I e.· I n some of ou r own 

,research the prestige levels of the occupational structure· form· the alternative 

levels of achievement (overt actions) that are possible. The structure is the 

occupational prestige hierarchy and levels of it are the possible objects of 

attitudes. The level an individual selects as "best" for him is the specific 

object of his attitude (or, more specifically, level of __ aspiration) ill this 

framework. This is a goal-structure, or (more generally) it is the structure 

of the object of an attitude. 

Attitudes toward objects other than the one we are focusing upon also can 

·have effects on overt behaviors with respect to the object. It is a socioiog-
., 

ical commonplace for people to speak of the educational system as the mechanism 

for allocating people into different levels of the occupational prestige struc-

ture. In American society it· is generally bel ieved that the "way to get ahead" 

is to become educated; "the more education you get, the better the jobs you 

can get". For our purposes this belief signifies that the various levels of 

the educational system may be treated by the participants in the society as a 

"means system". More generally, one set of actions may be defined as being 
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necessary for the enactment of another. We may speak of the former as "means 

behaviors"; they occur with respect to "means systems". We may speak of the 

latter as "object behaviors"; they occur with respect to "object systems". 

This has at least three general consequences. (1) Attitudes toward 

obiects are positively correlated with'overt actions with respect to the 

alternatives presented by their means systems. (2) Attitudes toward one or 

another of the alternatives in means systems are positively correlated with 

overt action with respect to their object systems. For some examples, level 

of occupational achievement is positively correlated with years of college 

completed, and attitude toward attending college is positively correlated:with 

level of occupational 'achievement. Neither of these, however, should be· as 

high as the correlation between an attitude and the behavior with respect to 

its own obj ect. I t shaul d be 'rioted that somefimes a 1 te'i'na'frve-means sysleins 

exist. This leads to still another generalization: (3) The larger the number 

of alternative means systems, the lower the positive correlation"·which will be 

observed under (1) and (2) ab~. 

The central point here is that attitudes which are.not,directly related., 

to the object of the attitude we are studying can influence'behavior toward 

that object when the behaviors which are their logical outcome are·differential 

means for rea liz i ng the fi rs t att i tude. 

Action. You have probably already noticed that we are defining action as 
" 

a sort of paraphrase of Parsons and Shils' definition,§! It is attitudina"y-

directed overt behavior. Unl ike the units of personal i (cognitions of and 

affective relationships toward objects)~h~ic~h~a~r~e~s~UW~~~~ia~~~~~t, 

relations from the' point of view of the subject, overt actions are attitudinally-
4 ' 

directed changes in organism-object relations which may be directly perceived 

by persons other than the subject. -
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The execution of the attitude in overt behavior is aided or impeded--

that is, differentially facilitated--by aspects of the personality other than 

that attitude and by factors in the social situation. in theory, differential 

attitudes, personality variables, social situational variables, and overt be-

havior dimensions are all measurable, _and in theory the first three can be 

combined in such a way as to account for all of the variations among persons 

in overt behaviors. 

Explaining and Predicting Action 

By now it should be clear that in this paper social psychology is the 

- ,- science which takes the differential action of-persons in their social-contexts 

as its central subject matter~'3;As thi~gs~si:and today,there are several ex-

pianations for acts. Probably most of them-ar~ wrong iOn important respects. 

A valid-explanation must, when coupled with appropriate research techniques, 

yield empiracally verifiable predictions about-the relationships among the 

variables of the explanation. Such a val id explanation should tell us the 

_ ways to select'and combine variables so that they wiH account for the vari

at ion in _overt _behav i or With-respect tbtheobIect of tlle:-at_trtude '.- The fact 
. . .. .- :-; :..~. 

is that we are notoriously deficient in this respect. Oddly, however, we 

tend to look to factors other than fallacious explanatory s-ystems to account 

for tlits deficiency, if indeed we even recognize it. _ Some seem to hold that 

feeling that one has explain~d the act is a substitute for demonstrable evi-

-dence. This cannot suffice in an empirical discipline. Others hold that 

social psychology is a new science with "underdeveloped" research :echniques, 

.and that this is why our theories do not account for the observed variations 

in their domain. I doubt that this is the basic difficulty. But there is a 

good deal of truth in it nonetheless: our methods of measurement and verifi-

cation are quite imprecise. Even so, the quality of our research techniques 

is not alone enol\gh to explain our poor predictive efficiency. Perhaps, we 
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could do a better job of empirically'accounting for differential action if we 

took a new look at how to combine the variables which measure our key concepts. 

In doing 50, we should recognize that an explanatory system which yiel~accu-

rate prediction in a laboratory may still be deficient when it is taken to 

the field. So let us try to develop systems for explaining action which are 

capable of being rigorously verified under field as well as laboratory 

conditions. 

The present point of view seems to provide a basis for a system. It is 

too early to guess whether it will be successful; it too may join that over-

populated 1 imbo of false hypotheses. , Even if later it appears to be success-' 

'ful. the tests will be limited because they are being conducted on actions with 

respect to highly stable objects. One, which we have worked on with I. W. 

Miller. concerns the levels of achievement~wittr-respect to~theoccupational 

achievement prestige hierarchy.1! Another. conducted~by Anthony Diekema, con
. ~. ~ .~ 8/ 

cerns levels of achievement of students in a' unlversJ,ty.- Both of these. 

especially the former, requi re long-term research and· it wi II take a long time 

before all of the results are available. A third.lI.l1l:lublished, concerns join-

ing or participating in on-campus groups. The structure of each of these is 

quite durable, lasting lonjl enough for the individual to develop stable atti

tudes toward it and to conduct a large roumber of more specific acts carrying 

the focal attitude into overt behavior. 
~, 

Briefly, since action is the unit we wish to study, these projects treat 

the attitudinal component (the.affective orientation to an object) of the act 

as the central action-impelling factor and the overt behaviors with respect to 

the object of the attitude, or related objects, as the central end-product. The 

measured attitude level is viewed as the indicator of the degree of effort the 

person will exert to perform at a certain level of overt behavior (if the object-

structure is a continuum) or to perform the behavior (if the alternative be-

haviors are dichotomous). Here. aspects of the personality other than the 
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attitude toward the object, as well as s.ocial situational variables, are 

treated as members of one class, differential facilitation variables. In 50 

doing, the system departs from formulations which treat personality variables 

and situational variables as members of two functionally distinct classes. 

This is because it appears that the functional distinction should be made at 

another point. First, the attitude toward the object performs an impelling 

function in the explanation and prediction of overt. action; and second on the 

whole, other variables perform the function of either aiding or hindering--in 

short, differentially facilltating--the expression of this impellent in overt 

behavior. 

Let us use levels of occupational achievement as the overt behavior we 

wish to predict. It seems·:onlycommon sense to suppose that if one's level of 

occupational asptration i·s-qulte·-Iow; it-really· does not make much di fference 

how great his opportunities (social structural variables) and "abilities" 

(personality variables) are for higher levels of occupational achievement; he 

simply will not be~ high achieverbecause his energie~ are not directed toward 

that end. Similarly, if his leveLof aspirationis.high but his opportunities 

and abilities are·low, one can hardly expect very high achievement. Only whei1 

both are at least relatively hi·gh can we expect that the person will be a rela

tively high achiever. Now this means that the level of overt behavior Is a 

function of a non-linear combination. more or less like a multiplier effect, 
., 

of the attitude variable and the facilitation for its expression which i~ 

offered by other variables. personal and social structurai2!. We think the 

same holds also for any other attitude variable the object of which is a stable 

ent i ty.· 

A number of general "equations" has been proposed for combining variables 

to empirically account for variance in behavior variables, including action 

variables. We shall not review these, except to mention that they llsually 
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assume either additive effects of all classes of independent variables or else 

they assume more or less mUltipl icative effects bet\~een persona! ity variables 

on the one hand and social situational variables on the other. The scheme 

just outlined leads to a different basic "equation". There are again two 

classes. But here one of the classes has only one variable, the attitude 

toward the object, 'and the other class contains all facilitational variables. 

1 t is these two classes which stand in a higher order relationship to each 

other. It is as follows: 

= the overt action variable 
";.-. . 

At = the atU tude towar,~the object 

F. = each facill,tationalvariable, including both 
,I personal ity-andsocial structural variables 

... ~~--~ ~ - .. --.-'-----~-.-- .. 
, - -

(The semi-colon means "more-or-less multiplicative", and the comma 
means "more-or-I ess add it i vei ".) 

Problems in Operationalizing,the "Equation". Obviously this is not an 

exact formula, though it 'seems closer to'reality than some. As a matter of 

fact, even if it is basically couect on<;U:an ,be fairly_ certain it will need 
' .. ; ... ." . 

····"·T .:.:...;:. -~···7-·- -.- . 

to be modified for reaso~s: we shalFnow present. 

For one, this does not tell one-how to choose variables'which may be 
i, 

likely candidates to fulfill the function of differential facilitators because 

the exact facil itation variablas which are relevant for one action variable 
" 

are not always the same as those which are relevant for another. There should 

be a set of guidelines for hypothesizing exactly which of all possible facili-

tational variables,are worthy' of consideration. Such a set of gu!delines does 

not exist. As a start in this direction, one could suggest that variables 

describing differential reference group support for the relevant behaviors, 

norms governing differential access to the object, salf conceptions of and 

objective indicators of ability to perform the specific tasks required, and 
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attitudes toward related objects, might be general classes of facilitational 

variables. Nevertheless, whatever the particular rules that may be eventually 

decided upon, it seems apparent that they must include a reference to the ob-

ject itself and to other objects that may stand in an ends-means relationship 

to it. The guidelines for selecting facilitational variables apply not only 

to behavior regarding the object of the action. but also those regarding means' 

systems providing behavior alternatives upon which the overt behavior. with 

respect to the object may depend. 

Another problem concerns the proper role of attitudes toward objects 

standing in a means-ends relationship to each other. To the, extent that the 

distrIbution ofpersons"along one social structural variable automatically 
. _. -" c"--- . -~.--,- - , . --.. ~--,", .' 

, " ",' l~ 

a lIocates them' a long' another- , the ;'Itt i tude toward either shoul d funct ion 

as aii-TmpeHiifg-rorce-for the-ather. Returning to an earl ier exampl~, In 

American society there.is evidently an ends-means relationship, even if imper

'feet" between educational achievement and occupational achievement. To the ey.-

tent that this is true there should be a non-linear (more'or less multipli-

cative),_relationship_between educational aspiration level, and occupational 

achievement level. It seems apparent that at least for this reason the above 

fonnula is oversimplified. That is, in some cases, the attitude toward re-

iated objects seems to fulfill the same function in the equation as does the 

attitude toward the object itself. A modification of the equation is evi-
" 

dentally needed to take this possibility into account. 

Third, there is in fact not only an interaction between attitudes toward 

objects and the facilitational variables I.hich should tend to yield a strong 

mUltipl ier effecf. There are also other interactions 'between them which' 

should reduce that effect. There are two ways this can happen. The most im-

portant is the fact that faci! itation influences attitudes. As we noted 

earlier in another context, it has been known for years that when the obstacles 
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to goal achievement are high the goal itself becomes less attractive to the 

person, and there is some reason to believe when the obstacles are low the 

goal orientation is high. Also, there is no reason to doubt the possibil ity 

that highly motivated people can manipulate their situations to some extent, 

thus reducing the obstacles. Since g6al orientations are just another way of 

talking about attitudes, and obstacles are just another way of talking about 

differential facilitation, what applies to. one should apply to the other. 

These add up to hypothesizing a positive correlation between levels of asptra-

tion and levels of facilitation. We have looked into this regarding levels of 

occupational aspiration, and the predicted correlations between.levels of 

aspiration and levels of faciIitationare present~ In general, this means 

that the above "equation" m·ust·be modified to take into account the influence 

·of attitude"Tevel arid facilTfationarTevels on each other. 

Fourth is the zero-point problem,. In some attitude variables there is 

no meanl·ngful zero-point, yet. the "equation" assumes that such a thing exists 

in .that it involves manIpulations wh·ich are multipl icative. There may be no 
., ---

final solution to this probabi;J.i.ty yet," operationally, it might be treated by 

using a computer to vary systematically a set of arbitrary zero-points on both 

the attitude and the faci! itatiorial variables, and to hunt for an optimal 

solution. The optimal solution would be the one which maximized the variance 

accounted for in the overt action variable • 
. , 

Limiting Cases: Action in Unstructured Sit~tions. All of the above 

assumes stability of the structure of the object al~d of the personality and 

social context within which the attitLlde is carried into behavior. In fact. there. 

are many situatioHs where th~5 does not hold--mob.behavicr or disaster behavior 

for two. My guess is that in principle the same ideas apply, but that the 

possible objects of action and the behavior alternatives regarding them are 

changing so rapidly that overt behavior directed toward one set of objects 
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turns out to be irrelevant' as these objects change and new ones emerge. 

Similarly, the facilitation offered by situation may be changing rapidly so 

that even if the Object is stable, the behavior alternatives with respect to 

it cannot be acted upon by the person. I n any case, if on the VJho Ie th i s 

frame of reference works in explainin~ and predicting action toward stable 

objects in stable situations, research should be undertaken to learn whether 

it isappUcable in principle to action toward unstable' objects in unstable 

situations. This might be done experimentally by progressively reducing the 

stabil ity'of the objects and situations to the point where the p"edictive 

efficiency of the system breaks down completely. 

'A Special Case:, Interaction. As treated here, interaction is an importar.t 

special. case of action. Presumably it is the case in which the overt behaviors, 

and"ther'efore situatlons' of each of two or more persons are progressively. 

altered because their actions with respect to each other tend to produce new 

cognitions and perhaps related affects in each. A guess might be that the 

same basic sets of variables might be used, though they wciuldbe compi icated 

by the facto_that each" person is altering the state of the variables defining 

the situation (objects of action and/or facilitation of context variables), 

for 'the other, and therefore altering the cognitive and effective relationships 

of the others to the objects in the situation. It would thus not, seem too 

difficult in theory to treat interaction within the above framework. in 
" 

practice, however, reformulating the "equation" to fit this case might be a 

difficult task. 

Major Problems in This Formul~ 

There are at least three theoretical problems with this point of view, 

each of v/hich might mean that its promise is greater than it is really capable 

of producing. The most important two of these we shaH cail the "identity of 

objects" problem, and the p.-oblem of "determining the dimensions of behavioral 
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alternatives". The least important we shall call "Himmelstrand's problem". 

The "Identity of Objects" Problem. It has been assumed tha~ one could 

sensibly speak of a unitary object which is similarly cognized by all the per-

sons whose actions are being studied, and that the persons vary only according 

to their affective relationship to the·object. We called this an "attitude". 

In fact, there is considerable evidence which shows that probably no two people 

conceive of the same object in exactly the same way. That is, each person cog

~izes~~~ewhat dif~erent facets of the object. Perhaps, then, they are not 

responding to exactly the same object, but rather to different sets of facets. 

It should follow that ·thei r attitudes .are toward different facets, and that 

·~~.,::}ogically possible sets .. .of behavior alternatives are different 'for each.; 

person. Moreover, . its tands to reason that the more one knows about an obj ect 

thlfmore facets--he ·"sees"~·-·-The more facets one "sees", the more the opportun i tV' 

he has for mixed feelings. What may be a unitary object to an uninformed per-

son may function as several .objects for a knowledgeable person. He may have 

different attitudes toward each 'of the various objects or facets he sees. So 

he .. may not. real.1yhave an attituc:!e toward.the object as a whole. On the other 
.. ~.~.; .. 

hand,up to a point it may be that the less a person knows about the object the 

more likely he is to have an attitude toward it as a whole. It seems to follow. 

tha.t the.more a person knows about something the less effective is the present 

system in predicting his behavior. In the extreme it would seem that the 
., 

system can only work for predicting the actions of relatively ignorant people. 

How strong is this argument? If true, ·,It could .be quite devastating. 

Of course it should apply to all attitude research. Yet to date attitude re-

search seems to work. Probably few have such detailed perceptions of facets or 

objects that we really cannot have an attitude toward allY particular object as 

a whole, provided it is commonly defined as a whole. Hence, the system probably 

should not be abandoned because of this. Even so, the possibility that 
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difference in knowledge might affect its usefuiness should not be ignored. 

The Problem in Determlninq the Dimensions of Behavior Alternatives. 

The question of hO~1 to treat the behavior alternatives is a difflct.llt one. 

We speak of favorable or unfavorable attitudes toward an object, and this makes 

psychological sense--peopfe seem to heve affective orientations to objects. 

But what is a "favorable" action with respect to an object? In concrete re-

__ search situations we often find it easy to imagine exactly which overt action 

dimensions we wish to study. Yet, if we are to develop a more complete theory 

we need to have a set of principles which tell us in advance which, among af I 

possible overt behavior dimensions', are the most relevant for research on action 

., wrtlt respectto a certaI n ki nd of object. What we do now is to bui 1 dour .re

sEjarchdesignaround predicting behavior along a certain behavior dimension or 

-----crassoTdiiriensTcins (such as differential discrimination,di fferentlal goal 

achievement, joining or not joining an organizat.ion). con~eptual ize and measure 

an attitude variable relevant to that behavio~ dimension, and proceed from 

there. Researchers usually ask, "What attitude variabie is the most relevant 

for-.predlcting.behaviors with respect to X objects?" Suppose another kind.of 

questIon was asked, "'What are all the behavior dimensions by which we may 

-lOgically describe overt behaviors toward a specific object of a certain atti

tude variable?" As things stand now, the research would not get very far. 

What, for example, are the overt behavioral expressions which logically follow 
., 

from negative affect toward an object? Avoidance? Destruction·of the object? 

Obviously there is more to it than this. Perhaps even more important, how can 

we tell in advance what are the behavioral dimensions to look for? And do the 

behavioral dimensions flowing from such negative attit'udes have parallel counter .. 

parts In the overt behavioral expressions of the positive attitudes? That is, 

are·such overt dimensions unidimensional along the whole range of behaviors 

which are expressions of both positive and negative attitudes? For the present, 
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one would suppose that we will continue to develop our research designs by 

working backwards from the behaviors we wish to predict. But sometime we 

will ha\'e to learn how to tell in advance exactly which overt behavior di-

mens ions are consequences of a certain attitude variable. 

Himmelstrand's Problem. A Swedish sociologist, Ulf Himmelstrand, has 

discovered that there are people who are concerned with talking about possible 

overt behaviors and there a.re others who are concerned with performing them. 

These might be called something 1 ike "idealogically-oriented" people and 

"action-oriented" people. He has a set of questions which (with minor modi

fications) distinguish between these types in areas seemingly as far apart as' 

chi Id-rearing practices and party pol iticslY. Naturally, .. ,the present system 

is limited to people whose attitudes have their end-pr9ducts in action with 

----~-----·--respect to the-"object of the attitude.-·We rieed to fi-rid out-·wnether···the-re-a-r"e----·· 

stable personality or social situational factors which account for ''the fact 

that some people shy away from expressing their attitudes in appropriate 

actions. Perhaps Himmelstrand's problem presents just another set of differ-

... ential.facil itation variables. If it is more serious, however,. it might re- .... 

quire revision of the scheme. 

Social P.sychology and Related Subjects 

In this view, 'social psychology's task is to develop a logically con

sistent, 'parsimonious, and empirically valid theory of the differential action 

of persons. That is, it is the study of the forces which validly explains 

acts. If this is so, then social psychology is more than the stlJdy of per

sonality, although since persons have attitudes and attitudes are partly a 

result of other aspects of personality, and moreover, since other aspects of 

personality condition the person's attempts to enact his attitudes, it is 

clear that the field must be concerned with personal ity to explain and predict 

acts. 
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Again, viewed in this way the central focus of social psychology is 

not the study of human behavior in general. Acts are but one class of be-

havior. Social psychology is concerned with that class. 

Neither Is social psychology restricted to the study of interaction. 

Interactiol1 in which the attitudes and overt behaviors of one person influence 

the attitudes (and thus personalities) and overt behaviors of another, is an 

important special case of action. Hence it does fall within the subject 

matter of social psychology. Indeed one of the main charges to social psychol-

ogyis to explain and predict outcomes of interaction. As a matter of fact, 

it'may'be that the best approach to developing a system to do so lies i'n the' 

ca~e'f~lformulationof asysteinfor explaining and predicting acti'on outcomes. 

Again, conceived in this way, social psychology is not the study of 
~-~~_.- .-~~.-.-. 

commun i cat i on, a I though cOnlmun i cat i on--and espec i a 11 yl angua'!le-~provj des con':-~---,~, 

tent and processes which are exceedingly important in the explanation and 

preMction of action. 

Perhaps, on the positive Side, it is clear by now \~hy this view of social 

:;;:~'-,;;':'-':'_ - -" PSY~~2"t2.gy.-~_i _5 compa_~i b 1 e wi th the view that it is the 5 tudy of SO~ ~;~L~~truc-
-,- '-. '", .",;.,-;,:~:%~-,'. ,'.",-
,.::.:.-:. ~. ~". ' _." 

turei'alld personal ity. In a few words, this because persons (organrsm's with 
.- -- -- - .---- "-

,,' cognitive and affective qrientations to objects) act with respect ,to 'socially-

',st!:lIc1;~re~,a1ternatives, because personal ity (the cognitive and affective re-

lation of a person to objects) itself is developed in socially structured 
" 

situations, and because--although we have not developed this point above--

,social structure is itself formed by and changes with the actions, interactions 

and expectations (a class of attitudes) of persons .• 

As we have discussed it here, social psychology is a distinct field 

having close theoretical ties to both sociology and psychology. it is not 

d i ff i cu I t to say that it is "j uS t a branch" of either, and many peop I e have 

in fact called it a branch of one or the' other. Psychology proper is not 
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concerned with actions as such. It is concerned with behavior in general or 

with the study of individual personal ities .. Social psychology is oniy in-

directly concerned with either; its direct concern is the explanation and pre-

diction of the action of persons, which is a special case of behavior, and 

which involves the study of personalit·y only insofar as the latter affects 

action. Sociology on the other hand, is not directly concerned with action 

of persons as such, but rather with the states alld chaflgEls of sOc:ial systems. 

It depends upon social psychology, however, because actions are among the 

basic units of social systems. But social psychology is dependent upon both 

fields. It rests in part on pscyhology because of the latter's concern with 

personal ity, cognition, and affect. It rests on sociology because of this .. 

field's systematic analysis of social structural ·variables. As things Stand 

now, it probably cannot bereduced·to either-•. But-such a--reduction-could-occur-

if. it could .be shown that the minute details of social organization in fact 

account empirically for all of the behaviors of'persons which we cat} action; 

.thiswould make it part of sociology. Or it could occur if general principles 

of the behavior of organisms could be shown to explain andpr_e~i,::~--""hat we 

call action; this would make it part of psycholog'{ 

But whatever theoretic convergences may occur in the distant future, 

there is plenty of work for specialized social psychologists to do now in their 

attempts to dev.elop a valid explanation of action. The practical and theoret-

ical pay-off of this, both to its parent disciplines and to other areas, should 

be great indeed in that it should bring order into a chaotic host of spe.cial 

problems that perplex us today because we are unable to explain and predict 

the actions relevant to them. 
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There may be some cases where this does not occur,such as when fanatics 
might find their determination to act made firmer by an increase in 
res i stance. 

This and all other principles assume levels of facilitation higher 
than zero. 

We must therefore have ways of discovering what people's attitudes are. 
We do this by observing certain overt actions (which are logically 
subject to the same expl~matorysystemas areanyotheraC:iionsT~"-' 
namely, persons' responses to instruments deSigned to elicit under 
standard conditions their attitudes toward objects. Such instruments 
are·valid to the extent that standardizing the conditions for eliciting 
these responses encourages frank verbal expression of the internal 
attitude. But these verbal expressions are not the attitude itself; 
it is not directly accessible to the observer. (Replying to a question 
is itself an act; it is an attitudinally-directed behavior with res-. 
pect to question. As such 'it must be subject to the same laws as··is 
any other act.) 

Attitudes may be held toward particular obje~ts, or toward clases of 
objects. People may have attitudes toward a particular person; John, 
provided he is conceptualized by them as a unit. Or they may have 
attitudes toward classes of objects, such as delinquent boys (of which 
John may be a member) or such as males (of which all delinquent boys 
are members, and of which John is a member). To use attitudes to pre
dict overt action wit~ respect· to an object, we must be certain that 
our instruments do in fact measure attitudes toward that object, rather 
than another. If ~Je wish to explain and predict differences among per
sons in discriminating behavior (an action variable) toward Ojibwa' 
Indians, the class ''OJ ibwa" Indians" is the object of the attitude. 
John Eagle, a par'.ticular Ojibwa" is.!l2!. the object. On the'other 
hand, if we wish to determine who will and who will not discriminate 
against John Eagle, we must ask attitude-el iciting questions about 
him, not about OJ ibwas in general. . 

There is a principle underlying this point. Facilitation (defined 
below) being equal, the more inclusive the class which is the object 
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of an attitude, the lower the correlation between the attitude 
variable and overt action with respect to anyone member of the class; 
and conversely. the less inclusive the object of an attitude, the 
higher the correlation between the attitude variable and overt action 
with respect to anyone member of the class. 

See T. Pa rsons and E. A. Sh it s. "Va 1 ues. Mot i '1eS, and' Sys tems of Act ion" 
in T. Parsons and E. A. Shils (eds.). Toward A General Theorvof 
Action, Harvard University Press, 1951. pp. 47-275, esp. p. 53. 

This work was begun in 1957 and it is to be completed in 1967 or 1968. 
Preliminary publications on it include I. W.Miller and A. O. Haller, 
itA Measure of Level of Occupational Aspiration", Personnel and Guidance 
Journal, January, 1964, .pp. 448-455; and A. O. Haller and I. W. Miller, 
The Occupational Aspiration Scale: Theory. Struct~re and Correlates, 
Michigan State Univ., Agri .. Exp. Sta. Tech. SuI. 288, 1963. 

See A. J. Oiekema, Level of Occupational Aspiration, Performance in 
College. and Faci I itation: A, Prel iminary Test of Certain Postulates 
Concerning the Relationship between Attitude and B~havior, unpublished 
doctoral dissertation, NichIgan State University, 1965. 

Note that this implies another principle: the higher the level of either 
the attitude variableor of facilitation the higher the correlation 
between the other and the Tevel of overf-behavior with respect to the 
object of the attitude or with related objects. 

This is a case of contingent behavior alternatives; we referred to it 
earl ier • 

See 1. W •. Mitler and A. O. iialler, 22.. ill.; also A. O. Haller and 1. W. 
Miller, 22.. ill· 

V. Himmelstrand, Social Pressures, Attitudes and Democratic Processes, 
Almqvist and Wiksell, Stockholm, 1960. 
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